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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is no denying that the public relations (PR) and the media are two industries that are becoming 

increasingly focused on digital. With the closure of the print edition of The Independent and news 

teams across the UK getting smaller, with more of a reliance on freelancers, coupled with the new 

importance of search engine optimisation (SEO) for PR professionals, are the days of print news 

numbered? The fact remains that there is still, for now at least, demand for news you can hold in your 

hands; and there are still brands that want to appear on those pages. This whitepaper looks to explore 

the place for and prevalence of PR-generated stories in print today; along with any patterns that exist 

in the media’s use of such news.

INTRODUCTION

In order to get a better overview of how the national newspapers still utilise PR at a time when online 

is king, we took a sample of the main paid-for national newspapers and analysed their content over a 

week long period. Spoiler alert… that week-long period was a little while ago now, mainly because it’s 

taken me forever and a day to get round to putting this all into words; BUT, fear not – it’s all still very 

relevant and I still want you to read it because my blood, sweat and tears went into reading all those 

papers.

The aim of this research was to discover how PR-heavy the current news agenda is and which 

newspapers are seemingly more (or less) open to the inclusion of stories generated by PR teams. 

Essentially, how reliant are journalists working across the print editions of the newspapers on PR 

teams for their articles and features? My main thinking behind this analysis was that I would be able 

to identify any trends in the PR-driven news agenda; for example, what day of the week are there 

typically more PR stories and which newspapers have the most and least? 

The analysis was a lengthy process, but an interesting one. By lengthy, I mean that it took 

approximately 1,672 years to complete and I had decidedly more grey hairs by the end of it. It 

opened my eyes to the way print news has changed and developed since I started in the industry, 

and at this very agency, 10 years ago. I wanted to share my findings with anyone who is interested 

in understanding the lay of the print land these days, especially from a PR perspective, so when 

a whitepaper was suggested, I thought ‘why the hell not!’. Now, I certainly know why the hell not, 

because it took forever, but hey ho… I still finished it and my parents will be proud that I didn’t give up. 

Hopefully, after perusing my findings in this whitepaper, you’ll have new knowledge in your PR arsenal; 

subsequently being able to tailor your approaches and pitches based on the likelihood of a newspaper 

running PR-generated content, either by day or media outlet.



THE RESEARCH

To carry out this research, I knew it was important to focus on the same timeframe for all of the

newspapers analysed. This was because I wanted the news agenda to be the same for each day

of analysis across all papers, which is why I didn’t just monitor a couple of papers over one

week and then move on to the next set of papers. To keep an element of control in my

research, I bought the same nine papers every day for one week earlier this year.

The newspapers analysed (all of the major paid-for nationals and their weekend versions)

included:

1. The Guardian/Observer

2. i Paper

3. Daily Star

4. The Sun

5. Daily Mirror

6. The Times

7. Daily Telegraph

8. Daily Express

9. Daily Mail

I didn’t include the Financial Times in my research, due to its niche financial and typically

non-consumer content. 

There were 62 papers in total, seven for each title; except the i Paper, which has one edition covering 

the weekend (and The Observer acting as The Guardian’s Sunday edition). I read each newspaper cover 

to cover, which was very time consuming, but vital for the purpose of the

study. Thankfully, I had some help from my team. If we look close enough, there are still traces

of newspaper ink on our poor, paper cut fingers (do you feel pity for us? Good, then read on).

We worked together to identify which stories on each page of the newspapers were

PR-generated and which articles were not (e.g. naturally occurring news, such as the reporting of

crimes, political goings-on, a journalist investigation or similar). Each newspaper was reviewed

by three different people, so that we could get second and third opinions of the articles where

it was perhaps unclear if PR was the main driver of the story (and also to remove any bias).

Obviously there’s a small amount of subjectivity to this whole experiment, given that it can

sometimes be someone’s opinion whether or not a story is truly PR-generated, which is why I

enlisted the help of two others to go through the articles.



We calculated the total number of articles and features within the pages, to get a total figure to

work from, and then highlighted PR-generated stories to count those up too. This would enable

us to work out what percentage of each newspaper was PR-generated, which was the overall

aim of the research.

A few controlling factors to note are:

• We were sure to exclude any promoted content, such as advertorial pieces

• Review pieces for things like theatre shows, books and films were included in our figures

       (i.e. total number of articles) as some were quite clearly PR-generated (in the sense that

       the journalist may have received an invite to or preview of the material reviewed)

• Where an article had a comment piece attached, or a closely related piece with a subheading,

       these were grouped into one article for the purpose of the research.

       Once we had combed and reviewed each newspaper, we documented our findings on a

       spreadsheet so that we could begin analysing our results, which is what I’ll be sharing with you

       today. Still awake? Great, on you go…

PRIOR PREDICTIONS

Before carrying out the research, I made some predictions in terms of what I expected to find,

namely:

• The tabloids, such as the Daily Star, The Sun and Mirror, would be the newspapers with

       the heaviest weight of PR-generated stories (or as the tabloids might call it, “fluff”)

• The weekend newspapers would present more opportunities for PR coverage than the

       Monday-Friday versions, given the addition of supplements

• Titles like the Daily Telegraph and The Guardian would be less PR-driven and contain

       more hard news

• Finally, that this would all take me a very long time to do and I’d have very inky hands by

       the end of it.

In short, I was mostly wrong (more on that later). In general, I’ve noticed that journalists are less 

receptive to PR-generated stories than they were 10 years ago when I started out in the industry; 

largely this is down to the competition hotting up. It’s not that ideas have got weaker, but rather that 

brands and agencies are now so good at creating content that it’s hard for the media to refuse; leading 

to a better quality of PR-generated-news and less room/tolerance for the slightly weaker angles (the 

aforementioned “fluff”).



Therefore, when I set out to do this experiment, I didn’t expect to find huge quantities of

PR-generated news; certainly less so than there used to be in the good old days. After all, back

then all it took was a quirky survey or a media meet (the latter of which were a lot easier to

arrange in days gone by) to secure some coverage.

TOPLINE FINDINGS

I’ll keep this short and to-the-point before we delve into the figures and pretty graphs:

• I was pleasantly surprised by just how many PR-generated stories were out there. There

       were loads of strong ideas floating around and more of these articles than I predicted

• The top two newspapers with the highest percentage of PR-generated news in their

       pages were… drumroll… the i Paper and The Times

• The newspapers giving the lowest share of their pages to PR-generated content were

       Daily Star and Daily Express

• Stunts aren’t as commonplace as they once were, with the bulk of PR coverage coming

       from research (often backed by scientific findings or done by a university), product

       launches and announcements about goings-on.

THE RESULTS

Our research found that, on average, 41% of the national newspaper’s total pages are made

up of PR-generated content during a week-long period, meaning it’s still not taking precedence

over hard news (as you’d expect). The newspapers ranked from most to least heavily-populated with 

PR-generated content were as follows:

  Newspaper                                                                       Average % of PR-generated articles

  i Paper                                                                               49%

  The Times                                                                         44%

  The Guardian/The Observer                                        43%

  Daily Mirror                                                                      43%

  Daily Telegraph                                                               43%

  Daily Mail                                                                          41%

  The Sun                                                                             40%

  Daily Express                                                                    35%

  Daily Star                                                                           32%



Most newspapers end the week with a significantly higher portion of PR-generated stories than

at the start of the week. As indicated before, this is most likely due to the wider opportunities

that come from the addition of chunkier supplements or weekend sections.

Comparison of Newspaper PR Content Monday-Sunday

When looking at the data over the week-long research period, we can see that the average

proportion of PR-generated news stories increases gradually day-by-day from Monday to

Sunday. This to me suggests one of two things:

• PR teams should organise their pitches to account for the fact that they might be more

       happily received (and there be more room for them) in print runs towards the latter end

       of the week. If it’s a weekend paper you’re going after, bear in mind that these are

       always more planned out in advance and you need to get in a week or two early, not the

       day before as can be the case with the dailies.



•  Journalists don’t get many pitches for the papers earlier in the week, meaning there’s

        potentially more opportunity to do what a lot of other PR teams aren’t (e.g. pitching

        ‘Sunday for Monday’ stories).

When looking at how the total number of PR-driven stories are divided out between all of the

nine national newspapers, the rankings look somewhat different. In total, we counted 2,913 PR-driven

articles in the daily newspapers, out of a total 6,979 pieces (obviously a fair few of the

stories were covered by multiple newspapers, so this does have to include duplicates).

The percentage share of those near-3000 PR pieces by newspaper appeared as follows:

Print Newspapers’ Share of PR

From this, we see that it’s actually The Times, followed by The Sun and the Daily Telegraph that

house the largest chunk of all of the PR-driven stories and articles in the national daily

newspapers over the duration of the week; however, it’s worth noting that these are typically

much larger newspapers than some of the others (having 1,095, 1,029 and 872 total stories

printed over the week respectively). This excludes the sports and comment pieces, as outlined

in the research section of this whitepaper, but explains the variation in the two rankings lists.

Something else to note was that many of the PR-generated articles covered in the newspapers

weren’t given a lot of space; news in brief (NiBs) style mentions for these seemed to dominate.

However, our findings were that this was largely down to a lack of quality supporting content

for the PR-generated pieces (namely, imagery).
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PR teams should never underestimate the power of strong images to go with a campaign, stunt or 

story, as this can hugely impact the space allocated by a newspaper for the piece and can be the 

difference between a NiB and a half or full page spread (besides what might be dominating the news 

agenda at the time, which can also play a part).

In case you were wondering how the circulation of a newspaper affects the quantity of PR-driven

pieces, the short answer is that it doesn’t seem to in any major way. Here’s what I found

when looking at daily circulations versus the % of PR-generated stories:

                                                    Circulation       % of PR-Driven Stories

  The Sun                                       1,473,773                                          40%

  Daily Mail                                   1,277,409                                           41%

  Daily Mirror                                  564,251                                           43%

  The Times                                     431,053                                           44%

  Daily Telegraph                          376,650                                           43%

  Daily Star                                     370,640                                           32%

  Daily Express                               340,613                                           35%

  i Paper                                            251,793                                          49%

  The Guardian                               140,778                                          43%

Source of circulation figures: ABC i 

So you see, it’s not as if the percentage of PR-generated content in newspaper falls as the

circulation figures do; as if newspapers want to deliver more hard-hitting news to the masses.

There really is no trend here to see. So why did I include this little table? Well, because I’m

trying to pad out the content of my whitepaper, of course (and it’s at least a little bit

interesting, no?). In terms of the value placed on print media, a great study by Ebiquity i i earlier 

this year found that the performance of newspapers exceeds marketers’ expectations a fair bit. 

Newspapers were ranked second out of 10 media types for increasing brand salience and third in 

generating return on investment, compared to eighth and eighth again respectively in the mind of

marketers. 

So, the argument that print is dead is really no argument at all (and I’ll happily admit

that, even with my roots firmly in digital marketing). Really large brands still use print media to

issue widespread apologies following a PR crisis, like KFC after the chicken shortage; or just to

advertise to the masses, like tech-giant Facebook. Whilst print is still effective for reaching a large 

audience, PR teams should continue to pursue the coverage opportunities available within those 

tangible pages.



EXAMPLES OF PR-DRIVEN ARTICLES

We wanted to outline some of the PR-driven stories that were picked up on during the research

phase, to show where the media appetite currently fits. Here’s a snapshot of the sort of stories

we found:

•       BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine – research looking at the declining number of

       hedgehogs and reported sightings around the UK. I’m calling this a hero story, because it

       made it into every single newspaper I analysed on one of the days (perhaps partly due

       to the gravitas that the BBC holds). Daily Mail, Monday 30th April.

•      The Royal Forestry Society – announcing that some caterpillars that were spotted

       emerging back in April were in fact rather poisonous and issuing a warning to the public.

       Monday 30th April, i Paper.

• Domino’s Pizza – to celebrate a new branch opening in Birmingham, a nice little PR stunt

       was carried out involving a pro skater delivering pizza for customers, with a charity hook

       and enough quirkiness to hit the headlines. The Sun, Friday 4th May.

• Lake District Pound– it was announced that the Lake District was to have its own

       currency, The Lake District Pound (LD£) to boost tourism and generate funds for the

       Lake District Foundation & Cumbria Community Foundation. The Daily Telegraph

       (Money), Saturday 5th May.

• Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) – issued a report about staff

       turning up to work when ill. The Times, Wednesday 2nd May.

• HelloFresh – a survey looking at the number of people who secretly hate our partner’s

       cooking. Short and sweet and exactly the type of story you’d fine in a news in brief slot.

       Daily Star, Thursday 3rd May.

• AA – another survey, outlining that nine in 10 drivers say the state of the roads has

       worsened over the past decade. Surveys don’t tend to get the column inches they once

       did. Daily Mirror, Friday 4th May.

CONCLUSION

There are numerous opportunities for PR professionals to secure media coverage in the

national newspapers and print is certainly not dead, despite the uplift in the importance of

digital PR campaigns in recent years, such as link building and PR for SEO projects.

This research has shown that two fifths of the national newspapers’ stories each week are still

dominated by PR-driven news, features or articles and, if anything, news teams will become

more reliant on PR teams to help fill their pages as they battle with cuts and smaller teams.



In September, Reach – the publisher of the Daily Mirror, Express, Daily Star and sister titles –

announced that it was set to axe 70 members of staff i i i  and shut its weekly celebrity magazine

Star. This is in a bid to make £20m worth of savings by 2020 and, to be honest, is happening

more and more across the media landscape these days.

PR teams still, and will for a long time, be a good resource for news teams working in print

media; but they will need to become even more creative with the stories they are pitching.

More work will need to go into building stories that journalists will find difficult to turn down

and building relationships with freelancers will be key to combat the issue of shrinking newsrooms.

PR pitches for national print media should be focused towards the latter end of the week when there 

is more of a dominance of these kind of stories; but there are still opportunities to be had earlier in the 

week when there is arguably less competition. And whilst the i paper and The Times were revealed as 

the newspapers with the biggest inclusion of PR-generated stories, it doesn’t mean that just any old 

story should be pitched; because it’s still vital to ensure that whatever you’re trying to get featured on 

those pages is the sort of thing that’s normally on those very pages. Simple, really.

About 10 Yetis Digital
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